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QUESTION 1

After studying the following log entries, how many user IDs can you identify that the attacker has tampered with? 

1.

 mkdir -p /etc/X11/applnk/Internet/.etc 

2.

 mkdir -p /etc/X11/applnk/Internet/.etcpasswd 

3.

 touch -acmr /etc/passwd /etc/X11/applnk/Internet/.etcpasswd 

4.

 touch -acmr /etc /etc/X11/applnk/Internet/.etc 

5.

 passwd nobody -d 

6.

 /usr/sbin/adduser dns -d/bin -u 0 -g 0 -s/bin/bash 

7.

 passwd dns -d 

8.

 touch -acmr /etc/X11/applnk/Internet/.etcpasswd /etc/passwd 

9.

 touch -acmr /etc/X11/applnk/Internet/.etc /etc 

A. IUSR_ 

B. acmr, dns 

C. nobody, dns 

D. nobody, IUSR_ 

Correct Answer: C 

Passwd is the command used to modify a user password and it has been used together with the usernames nobody
and dns. 
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QUESTION 2

Eve decides to get her hands dirty and tries out a Denial of Service attack that is relatively new to her. This time she
envisages using a different kind of method to attack Brownies Inc. Eve tries to forge the packets and uses the broadcast
address. She launches an attack similar to that of fraggle. What is the technique that Eve used in the case above? 

A. Smurf 

B. Bubonic 

C. SYN Flood 

D. Ping of Death 

Correct Answer: A 

A fraggle attack is a variation of the smurf attack for denial of service in which the attacker sends spoofed UDP packets
instead of ICMP echo reply (ping) packets to the broadcast address of a large network. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which DNS resource record can indicate how long any "DNS poisoning" could last? 

A. MX 

B. SOA 

C. NS 

D. TIMEOUT 

Correct Answer: B 

The SOA contains information of secondary servers, update intervals and expiration times. 

 

QUESTION 4

Jonathan being a keen administrator has followed all of the best practices he could find on securing his Windows
Server. He renamed the Administrator account to a new name that can\\'t be easily guessed but there remain people
who attempt to compromise his newly renamed administrator account. How can a remote attacker decipher the name of
the administrator account if it has been renamed? 

A. The attacker guessed the new name 

B. The attacker used the user2sid program 

C. The attacker used to sid2user program 

D. The attacker used NMAP with the V option 

Correct Answer: C 

User2sid.exe can retrieve a SID from the SAM (Security Accounts Manager) from the local or a remote machine
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Sid2user.exe can then be used to retrieve the names of all the user accounts and more. These utilities do not exploit a
bug but call the functions LookupAccountName and LookupAccountSid respectively. What is more these can be called
against a remote machine without providing logon credentials save those needed for a null session connection. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following keyloggers can\\'t be detected by anti-virus or anti-spyware products? 

A. Hardware keylogger 

B. Software Keylogger 

C. Stealth Keylogger 

D. Convert Keylogger 

Correct Answer: A 

A hardware keylogger will never interact with the operating system and therefore it will never be detected by any
security programs running in the operating system. 
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